Mass-gap calculations in three-dimensional gauge theories are discussed. Also we present a Chern-Simons-like mass-generating mechanism which preserves parity and is realized non-perturbatively.
thereby providing a natural mass-scale (as in the two-dimensional Schwinger model). Also without a mass gap, the perturbative expansion is infrared divergent, so if the theory is to have a perturbative definition, infrared divergences must be screened, thereby providing evidence for magnetic screening in the four-dimensional gauge theory at high temperature.
But in spite of the above indications, a compelling theoretical derivation of the desired result
is not yet available, even though many approaches have been tried. These days, a popular framework for approximately determining a mass makes use of various gauge invariant and self-consistent gap equations. Here we shall examine several of these calculations, developing some of them further, and commenting on the inherent limitation of the entire program. We shall also describe a novel field theoretical structure that, like the Chern-Simons paradigm [1] , relies on the geometric properties of 3-space to create a mass for the gauge field, but unlike the Chern-Simons form, it is neither parity-violating nor perturbatively realized.
A. Gap Equations. Gap equations for determining possible mass generation can be derived in the following manner. To the usual massless Yang-Mills action I Y M (A) = −tr F µ F µ , F µ ≡ 1 2 ǫ µαβ F αβ , (unless otherwise noted, we use a Euclidean formulation and contract fields with anti-Hermitian Lie algebra matrices) one adds and subtracts a mass action Γ m -a typically non-local but gauge invariant functional of A µ (which could be localized by introducing auxiliary fields). Perturbative calculations are rearranged by defining contributions of the subtracted Γ m to be at one loop higher than those coming from the added Γ m . This can be formalized by introducing a loop-counting parameter ℓ, rescaling all fields by √ ℓ, and calculating in a formal ℓ-expansion with the modified action
Γ m is chosen so that in tree approximation the vector field A µ carries an even parity mass m, which is determined self consistently by requiring that the transverse portion of the momentum-space vacuum polarization tensor, computed from (1), vanishes at p 2 = −m 2 .
Actual calculations truncate the ℓ-power series at first order, so the one-loop gap equation
where the transverse vacuum polarization tensor Π one−loop is determined by
B. One-Loop Calculations. It remains to choose a definite expression for Γ m and several possibilities present themselves.
There is the (analytically-continued) Chern-Simons eikonal used by Alexanian and Nair [2] . This non-local functional of A µ , which is a three-dimensional generalization of the twodimensional Polyakov-Wiegman determinant, can be localized with the help of an auxiliary field, but this involves passing to a (fictitious) fourth dimension and integrating on the threedimensional boundary of the four-dimensional space. In Feynman gauge for the SU(N) gauge theory the vacuum polarization tensor is transverse, and the invariant function is [2] 
An alternative form for Γ m is suggested by the two-dimensional structures encountered in the Schwinger model and in Polyakov's induced gravity action: curvature × inverse invariant Laplacian × curvature. Thus we have chosen [3] 
We take this opportunity to acknowledge mis-spelling "threshold" throughout Ref. [3] where D µ is the gauge covariant derivative. 
It is instructive to examine the analyticity properties of (4) and (5), which are presented at Euclidean momenta, but need to be evaluated in the gap equation at the Minkowski value
reached by analytic continuation of the inverse tangent according to
) is a threshold arising from the exchange (emission) of two gauge propagators, each with mass m. There is also a singularity 
When φ µ is functionally integrated one arrives at Γ Below we shall suggest a modification of Eq. (6), for which the (covariantly) longitudinal components of φ µ decouple, and satisfactory non-perturbative mass generation is achieved.
A third choice for Γ m has been analyzed by Buchmüller and Philipsen [5] , who make use of the non-linear σ-model, with Goldstone fields Φ = mU where U is a unitary matrix
Calculation is performed in the R ξ gauges (where the vacuum polarization is not transverse) and in the Feynman, ξ = 1, gauge one finds for the transverse component
This expression has only the threshold at p 2 = −4m 2 ; the other dangerous thresholds at 
Because of the spread in values, no definite conclusion can be drawn. with ξ = 0, [7] where both Goldstone and ghost fields are massless, and thresholds arising from these massless lines are present, but this off-shell formula also bears no relation to Π These are absent at one-loop due to the special features of three-(more generally, odd-) dimensional integration, but presumably infinities arise at higher loops, and need to be renormalized, while retaining a meaningful finite value for the gap. Moreover, we shall argue below that, independent of these technical difficulties, no reliable estimate for the gap can be found in a finite-order loop calculation.
C. Higher Loops Calculations based on the non-linear σ-model (7) can be reorganized and simplified. Consider the functional integral for the partition function, with the Goldstone field Φ = mU, parametrized e.g. as m exp φ, with φ in the adjoint representation of the Lie algebra.
Here I σ is the σ-model action (7) and fields are rescaled with the loop-counting parameter.
I g is some gauge fixing and △ is the Faddeev-Popov compensator -we do not specify these explicitly. We propose integrating the Goldstone field: choose the gauge fixing to depend only on A µ and change variables according to
This change of variables is like a gauge transformation, which leaves I Y M and △ unchanged, since they are gauge invariant, while I σ becomes Γ m = −m 2 tr A µ A µ . Finally, from the definition of the Faddeev-Popov compensator, we know that Dφ△e 
i.e. massive Yang-Mills theory and a subtraction term that contributes only to one loop.
Observe that our final expression (14) can also be viewed as arising from Γ and at p 2 = −m 2 we regain (11) . This is to be expected since the above "unitary" calculation can be reached from the R ξ gauges with ξ → ∞, but at p 2 = −m 2 there is no ξ dependence.
One can also consider Π one−loop B·P for arbitrary ξ [7] and check whether (16) is regained at ξ → ∞. We have done this; the expected agreement is verified, provided, as has been shown in other contexts, [9] the ξ → ∞ limit is taken at fixed cut-off, i.e. before the diverging integrals are evaluated.
With the compact and exact gap equation (15), one can appreciate the futility of finite-
, where f is a numerical function of its argument, with a power series corresponding to the loop expansion.
The gap equation requires setting f to unity at a specific value for m, which on dimensional grounds must be proportional to g 2 . In other words, if we define m = g 2 ǫ, where ǫ is a number, the gap equation requires f 
By declaring φ µ to carry odd parity, the model is parity conserving. Mass generation is established by looking to the quadratic part of L. Upon forming the linear combinations
(A µ ±φ µ ), and Abelian field strengths f
, we can rewrite the quadratic part of L, apart from a total derivative, as
This describes two topologically massive gauge theories, and parity is conserved by field interchange.
[1] The nonlinear Euler-Lagrange equations from (17), which are first-order for
may be combined into a second order equation
whose linear part again exhibits mass generation for G, and also for F through (19b).
The full non-linear theory possesses an interesting symmetry structure. In addition to the gauge symmetry
the last mixing term in L also is invariant against
since 
while the transformation (21) effects a shift
Also we modify the Lagrange density (17) by adding in the kinetic term [
which is equivalent to working with the invariant combination φ µ + D µ ρ, and it follows that
Evidently we have introduced an Abelian group with as many parameters as the original gauge group that is responsible for (20), and combined the two in a semi-direct product. If the non-Abelian generators are Q a , and the Abelian ones are P a , the Lie algebra is
Associated with Q a are the gauge connection components (labeled by a) A a µ ; and with P a , φ a µ . The transformations (20) and (21) follow these definitions, while the total curvature has F a µν as its component along Q a and G a µν along P a . The Lagrange density
is invariant, but not of the Yang-Mills form. At the same time, by (23) one can always set ρ to zero, thereby regaining the dynamics (17).
The presence of the gauge symmetry allows straightforward quantization, following familiar principles of Hamiltonian reduction [12] . tr ln, the argument of the trace is a local function, so the exponent acquires a δ(0) factor, which is ignored in dimensional regularization. Then the Π i a integral is Gaussian and irrelevant, and one is left with the previously described, naive result.
Nevertheless, straightforward perturbation theory cannot be carried out. This is because the gauge-fixed Lagrangian (ρ = 0 and appropriate gauge fixing for A µ ) while non-singular in its entirety, possess a singular term quadratic in φ µ , so a propagator cannot be defined, unless one expands around a non-trivial background for A µ . This is also seen in the above 
